Summary value of the membrane time constant in vivo remains unknown, and current theoretical predictions are limited Irregular firing patterns are observed in most central by major uncertainties about the electrical properties of neurons in vivo, but their origin is controversial. Here, neurons and the rate and efficacy of individual synaptic we show that two types of inhibitory neurons in the inputs. cerebellar cortex fire spontaneously and regularly in
recordings and 67 cell-attached recordings). No signififiring, we applied the nonselective mGluR antagonist cant difference was found between the firing rate of (ϩ)-␣-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine (0.5-1 mM; Bashir interneurons located in the inner molecular layer (soet al., 1993) . In the presence of the antagonist, there mata Յ60 m from the Purkinje cell layer), compared was no significant change in the firing rate of Purkinje to more distal interneurons (somata Ͼ60 m from the cells (2 Ϯ 4% decrease relative to control; n ϭ 4; p Ͼ Purkinje cell layer; p Ͼ 0.7), suggesting that interneurons 0.8) and interneurons (1 Ϯ 11% decrease relative to with basket and stellate-type axons (Palay and Chancontrol; n ϭ 4; p Ͼ 0.8). These findings demonstrate Palay, 1974) have similar firing rates under these experithat both Purkinje cells and interneurons fire action pomental conditions. tentials spontaneously in the absence of glutamatergic To determine whether transmitter release from glutasynaptic excitation. matergic terminals could contribute to the resting firing rate of Purkinje cells and interneurons, we applied two Effect of Tonic Inhibition on the Rate and Pattern excitatory amino acid antagonists: GYKI 52466 (50-100 of Purkinje Cell and Interneuron Output M) to block AMPA-type glutamate receptors (Donevan To investigate the effect of spontaneous firing of inhibiand Rogawski, 1993; Zorumski et al., 1993 ; we avoided tory neurons on the firing pattern of other neurons in quinoxalinedione antagonists since they can excite inthe network, cell-attached and extracellular recordings terneurons: McBain et al., 1992) and D-APV (50 M) to were made from Purkinje cells and interneurons, and block N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptors. Concurrent synaptic inhibition was blocked using the GABA A recepapplication of both antagonists only reduced the resting tor antagonists SR 95531 (gabazine, 10-30 M; Hamann firing rate of Purkinje cells and interneurons by 11 Ϯ 9% et al., 1988; Ueno et al., 1997) , bicuculline (30 M), or (n ϭ 6; p Ͼ 0.7) and 1 Ϯ 7% (n ϭ 7; p Ͼ 0.8) of the picrotoxin (30 M). Results using these antagonists were control value, respectively (see Figures 1B and 1E ). To indistinguishable, and therefore the data were pooled. evaluate the contribution of tonic activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) to the spontaneous When inhibition was blocked, the mean firing rate of both Purkinje cells and interneurons increased by 41 Ϯ Spontaneous Synaptic Currents in Purkinje Cells and Interneurons 9% (n ϭ 25; p Ͻ 0.01) and 55 Ϯ 21% (n ϭ 15; p Ͻ 0.01), respectively, relative to control, indicating that both of To determine the nature of the spontaneous synaptic input to Purkinje cells and interneurons, synaptic curthese cell types are subject to tonic synaptic inhibition.
The firing patterns of Purkinje cells and interneurons rents were recorded using the whole-cell patch-clamp method. Purkinje cells were maintained at Ϫ70 to Ϫ80 were highly irregular under control conditions. The interspike interval (ISI) distribution showed a long tail for mV, and a chloride-rich internal solution was used to maximize driving force through GABA A receptor chanboth cell types (Figures 2 and 3) , and the coefficient of variation (CV) of the ISI was substantial, being 0.28 Ϯ nels ( Figure 4A ). The rate of spontaneous synaptic currents measured under these conditions was 143.5 Ϯ 0.038 in Purkinje cells (range: 0.05-1.13; n ϭ 68) and 0.51 Ϯ 0.024 in interneurons (range: 0.19-0.85; n ϭ 43).
36.4 Hz (n ϭ 6). To estimate the contribution of excitatory synaptic currents to the spontaneous activity, inhibitory Bursting patterns of activity were not observed in interneurons, and only rarely in Purkinje cells (Ͻ5% of events were blocked with the GABA A receptor antagonists SR 95531 (50 M) and picrotoxin (50 M). The cells). When inhibition was blocked, the firing pattern of both Purkinje cells and interneurons became strikingly remaining synaptic currents ( Figure 4B ), which occurred at a rate of 11.4 Ϯ 4.5 Hz (n ϭ 4), were completely regular. This was reflected in the ISI histogram, which became a single narrow peak with a Gaussian shape blocked by addition of GYKI 52466 and D-APV ( Figure  4C ), indicating that they are mediated by ionotropic glu-( Figures 2E and 3E ). The CV of the ISI was significantly reduced in both Purkinje cells and interneurons, being tamate receptor channels. Owing to the very favorable signal-to-noise ratio in 0.10 Ϯ 0.009 (n ϭ 25; p Ͻ 0.01) and 0.24 Ϯ 0.04 (n ϭ 15; p Ͻ 0.01), respectively, when inhibition was blocked.
recordings from interneurons (Llano and Gerschenfeld, 1993) , we distinguished excitatory and inhibitory synapAnother index of the regularity of firing, the autocorrelogram, which typically showed only one or two peaks tic activity under control conditions by using a lowchloride potassium gluconate internal solution to sepain control conditions (Figures 2G and 3G) , developed multiple clearly defined peaks when inhibition was rate the reversal potentials of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents. Under these conditions, when inblocked ( Figures 2H and 3H ). All of these effects were reversible upon washout of the antagonist.
terneurons were voltage-clamped at Ϫ35 to Ϫ40 mV, excitatory events appeared as inward currents, and inslicing procedure; the Purkinje cell estimate is comparable to the ‫1:01ف‬ ratio of the number of interneurons to hibitory events appeared as outward currents ( Figure  4D ). The outward currents were sensitive to SR 95531
Purkinje cells in the molecular layer of rat cerebellar cortex (Korbo et al., 1993) . (30-50 M; Figure 4F ) or picrotoxin (50 M), indicating that they were due to activation of GABAA receptors. The frequency of spontaneous inhibitory currents in inInhibition of Action Potential Firing in Purkinje Cells and Interneurons by Single terneurons was 18.1 Ϯ 3.2 Hz (n ϭ 8), and the frequency of excitatory currents was 1.6 Ϯ 0.9 Hz (n ϭ 8). To
Presynaptic Interneurons
To assess the contribution of single presynaptic inseparate the contribution of action potential-dependent and -independent (quantal) transmitter release, the freterneurons to the generation of the irregular firing patterns, simultaneous whole-cell patch-clamp recordings quency of spontaneous currents was measured in tetrodotoxin, and averaged 3.9 Ϯ 1.5 Hz (n ϭ 8) for inhibitory were made from interneurons and synaptically connected Purkinje cells or interneurons. Interneuron action currents and 1.3 Ϯ 0.5 Hz (n ϭ 8) for excitatory currents.
These findings indicate that spontaneous synaptic inpotentials were timed to occur reproducibly following an action potential in the connected postsynaptic cell put to both cell types is predominantly inhibitory and mediated by GABAA receptors. Furthermore, ‫%08ف‬ of (see Figure 5) . A single presynaptic interneuron action potential could significantly delay subsequent action the spontaneous inhibitory currents result from action potential-dependent release of GABA. An estimate of potentials in the postsynaptic cell. In Purkinje cells, the mean interspike interval following a presynaptic inthe synaptic convergence of inhibitory neurons can be obtained by dividing the action potential-dependent terneuron action potential was increased by 12.1 Ϯ 3.8% on average (n ϭ 7; range: 2%-24%) relative to the control IPSC rate by the mean firing rate of the interneurons. This gives a convergence of at least nine interneurons value (Figures 5A and 5B) . A similar effect was found with postsynaptic interneurons ( Figures 5E and 5F ), presynaptic to every Purkinje cell and at least one to two interneurons presynaptic to every interneuron. These where the mean ISI was increased by 15.6 Ϯ 2.7% on average (n ϭ 8; range: 7%-29%). The mean amplitude estimates represent lower limits due to failures in transmission, detection failures, and axon truncation by the of the IPSP made by single interneurons was variable (A-C) Whole-cell recording from a Purkinje cell using a high Cl Ϫ internal solution at a holding potential of Ϫ70 mV. In control conditions (A), a high rate of spontaneous activity was seen (210 Hz), which was reduced to 13 Hz in the presence of 50 M SR 95531 and 50 M picrotoxin (PTX) (B). All detectable synaptic activity was blocked when 100 M GYKI 52466 and 50 M D-APV were added to the solution containing the GABA A antagonists (C). (D-F) Whole-cell recording from a molecular layer interneuron (85 m from the Purkinje cell layer) using a K-gluconate internal solution. In control conditions at a holding potential of Ϫ40 mV, inhibitory synaptic currents (upward deflections) occurred at a rate of 15.7 Hz, and excitatory synaptic currents (downward deflections) occurred at a rate of 0.4 Hz. Addition of tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 M) reduced the rate of inhibitory and excitatory events to 2.0 Hz and 0.3 Hz, respectively. Finally, all outward synaptic currents were blocked following the further addition of 30 M SR 95531 (F), confirming their identity as inhibitory synaptic currents mediated by GABA A receptors. from connection to connection, and ranged from 0.05-a given connection, the postsynaptic interspike interval was well correlated with the amplitude of the IPSP trig-0.61 mV (mean: 0.24 Ϯ 0.08 mV) in Purkinje cells and 0.30-1.65 mV (mean: 0.90 mV Ϯ 0.17 mV) in interneurons gered within that particular interval ( Figures 5D and 5H) , suggesting that the increased variability in the ISI followat a holding potential of ‫ف‬Ϫ60 mV. The mean increase in the postsynaptic ISI generated by a single interneuron ing the interneuron spike is directly related to the trialto-trial variability in the IPSP amplitude. spike was highly correlated with the mean IPSP amplitude (r ϭ 0.91 for postsynaptic Purkinje cells and 0.83 for postsynaptic interneurons).
The delay in postsynaptic action potential firing Tonic Synaptic Inhibition Modulates Cable Properties caused by an interneuron action potential was highly variable from trial to trial in the same cell: in some trials,
We have shown that tonic synaptic inhibition causes substantial changes in the spontaneous firing patterns the interspike interval was indistinguishable from that in control, and in others, the action potential could be of Purkinje cells and interneurons. Since these neurons also generate action potentials in response to activation delayed as much as 15-20 ms (see Figures 5B and 5F ). This was quantified by calculating the CV of the inof excitatory synapses, it is important to determine the effect of tonic inhibition on the integration of synaptic terspike interval. In the absence of the presynaptic spike, the CV in the timing of action potentials averaged input. This is to a large extent determined by the passive cable properties of the neuron (Rall, 1967; Jack et al., 0 .084 Ϯ 0.008 in Purkinje cells and 0.11 Ϯ 0.011 in interneurons. The CV increased to 0.115 Ϯ 0.019 in Pur-1983; Spruston et al., 1994) . To measure the effect of the conductance generated by interneuron activity on kinje cells and 0.148 Ϯ 0.010 in interneurons following an action potential in a presynaptic interneuron. The the cable properties of Purkinje cells and interneurons, we compared the input resistance and membrane time IPSP resulting from an action potential in a presynaptic interneuron also fluctuated substantially from trial to trial constant of these neurons in the presence and absence of tonic inhibition. Apparent membrane time constant (Figures 5C and 5G; see also Vincent and Marty, 1996) . At ( 0 ) and input resistance (R in ) were measured at subionotropic glutamate receptors had little further effect on either 0 or R in in the presence of GABA A antagonists threshold potentials using brief (0.5 ms) current pulses, thus minimizing the contribution of voltage-gated con-( 0 increased by 13 Ϯ 6% and 15 Ϯ 17%, and R in increased by 13 Ϯ 10% and 7 Ϯ 2% in 9 Purkinje cells ductances. The mean value of 0 was 35.4 Ϯ 2.9 ms in Purkinje cells (n ϭ 25) and 9.4 Ϯ 1.5 ms in interneurons and 8 interneurons, respectively). These findings indicate that spontaneous activity in the interneuron popula-(n ϭ 15). As shown in Figures 6A and 6B , when inhibition mediated by GABAA receptors was blocked, 0 increased tion generates a postsynaptic conductance, which significantly affects cable properties. substantially, to 79.5 Ϯ 6.2 ms in Purkinje cells (n ϭ 15; p Ͻ 0.01) and 13.1 Ϯ 2.7 ms in interneurons (n ϭ 9; p Ͻ 0.01). Similar changes were also observed in the apparent R in when inhibition was blocked. Presynaptic interneurons were held silent and then de-6D). In Purkinje cells, activating a single presynaptic interneuron decreased apparent 0 and Rin by 33 Ϯ 5% polarized to generate a train of action potentials. At connections with both types of postsynaptic cells, (n ϭ 7; p Ͻ 0.01) and 37 Ϯ 8% (p Ͻ 0.02), respectively, relative to control. Similar results were found for poststrong facilitation was observed during the presynaptic train of action potentials, with the postsynaptic resynaptic interneurons: 0 and R in were decreased by 37 Ϯ 6% (n ϭ 4; p Ͻ 0.01) and 30 Ϯ 9% (p Ͻ 0.05), sponse reaching a plateau within ‫001ف‬ ms. Changes in postsynaptic 0 and R in caused by activation of the respectively. The lowest values for postsynaptic 0 observed during activity in a single presynaptic ininterneuron were assessed using brief current pulses injected when the interneuron was silent and during the terneuron were 9.9 ms for Purkinje cells and 3.2 ms for interneurons. plateau of the synaptic response (see Figures 6C and 
Tonic Inhibition Affects Synaptic Integration
pipette . This simulated EPSP was recorded simultaneously at its site of generaThe experiments described above demonstrate that interneuron activity has important effects on postsynaptic tion (70-120 m from the soma) as well as at the soma, and EPSP propagation was compared in the presence cable properties. How do these changes influence subthreshold synaptic integration? To address this quesand absence of inhibition. As shown in Figure 7B , blocking tonic synaptic inhibition produced dramatic tion, simultaneous somatic and dendritic recordings were made from Purkinje cells (Stuart and Hä usser, changes in the propagation of EPSPs to the soma. The decay of the somatic EPSP was substantially prolonged, 1994) to examine propagation of potentials within the dendritic tree. We first determined the attenuation of with the apparent decay time constant increasing from 34.1 Ϯ 3.9 ms to 67.8 Ϯ 11.9 ms (p Ͻ 0.02), and the steady-state voltage from the soma into the dendritic tree using long (500-1000 ms) hyperpolarizing somatic EPSP time integral increasing from 30.3 Ϯ 4.8 mV.ms to 55.9 Ϯ 5.2 mV.ms (p Ͻ 0.01). These changes were current pulses ( Figure 7A ). Under control conditions, the steady-state voltage at the dendritic recording site accompanied by an increase in the 20%-80% rise time of the somatic EPSP from 1.17 Ϯ 0.15 ms to 1.35 Ϯ (70-120 m from the soma) was attenuated to 75.9 Ϯ 2.0% of the value at the soma. When spontaneous inhibi-0.16 ms (p Ͻ 0.01), and the peak amplitude was also increased from 0.98 Ϯ 0.09 mV to 1.04 Ϯ 0.08 mV (n ϭ tory synaptic activity was blocked, the degree of attenuation was reduced to 82.4 Ϯ 3.9% (n ϭ 9, p Ͻ 0.01).
6; p Ͻ 0.01). Synaptic potentials propagate not only from the denThis shows that the tonic conductance activated by inhibitory neurons causes an increase in the electrotonic drites to the soma (centripetal propagation), but also in the opposite direction (centrifugal propagation). To length of Purkinje cell dendrites.
To demonstrate directly how this affects synaptic inteexamine the propagation of proximal synaptic potentials into the dendritic tree, synaptic inputs were simulated gration of single excitatory synaptic inputs, excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were simulated by invia the somatic pipette ( Figure 7C ). Centrifugal propagation of these EPSPs to the dendritic recording site was jecting currents with a similar time course to that of the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) via a dendritic affected by tonic synaptic activity in a very similar man- al., 1997), cerebral cortex (Salin and Prince, 1996) , and Interestingly, at their site of generation, EPSPs were in the cerebellar granule cell layer (Brickley et al., 1996) , little affected by tonic synaptic inhibition for both sothis suggests that endogenous spontaneous activity is matic and dendritic simulated inputs. Both the 20%-a common feature of many GABAergic neurons. 80% rise time and the peak of these "local" EPSPs were
The firing rate of Purkinje cells and interneurons was unchanged when inhibition was blocked (Figures 7B and not significantly reduced by blocking spontaneous ex-7C, top traces; p Ͼ 0.12). The decay of the local EPSPs citatory input, consistent with the relatively low rate of was best fit by a double-exponential function. The domispontaneous EPSCs observed in both cell types. Alnant fast component (1.69 Ϯ 0.06 ms for dendritic and though the slicing procedure probably removes a sub-1.75 Ϯ 0.07 ms for somatic EPSPs) was comparable to stantial number of presynaptic granule cells, the major the decay time constant of the simulated synaptic cursource of excitatory synaptic input to Purkinje cells and rent (Rall, 1967; Jack et al., 1983; Softky, 1994 Jaeger et al., 1997) . The fact that lar layer interneurons, generate action potentials with a both Purkinje cells and interneurons showed a wide regular pattern in the absence of excitatory synaptic range of firing rates suggests that the pacemaker mechinput. This spontaneous intrinsic activity has several anism in each cell type is not tightly constrained to important consequences. Synaptic input from the sponproduce a particular action potential frequency. Howtaneously active inhibitory interneurons transforms the ever, the low CV for the interspike intervals in the abregular firing pattern of Purkinje cells and interneurons sence of synaptic input indicates that, for a given cell, into an irregular pattern. The postsynaptic conductance the intrinsic action potential timing mechanism can be caused by interneuron activity substantially reduces the highly precise. membrane time constant and input resistance of both Extracellular recordings from Purkinje cells and mocell types, changing the shape and propagation of synlecular layer interneurons in anesthetized animals and aptic potentials. The time window for synaptic integrain awake animals at rest have shown that these neurons tion is thus a dynamic variable that is modulated by the exhibit mean firing rates of 40-50 Hz and 10-30 Hz, level of activity in the network of inhibitory neurons.
respectively (Granit and Phillips, 1956; Eccles et al., 1967; Thach, 1968; Armstrong and Rawson, 1979) .
Spontaneous Pacemaker Activity in Purkinje
These values are comparable to the mean rates that Cells and Interneurons in the Absence we have measured for the same neurons in the slice of Excitatory Synaptic Input preparation, suggesting that some of the observed acWe have shown using two noninvasive recording techtivity in vivo may be generated by endogenous activation niques that cerebellar Purkinje cells and molecular layer of intrinsic currents, and that few excitatory synaptic interneurons show spontaneous pacemaker-like action inputs are necessary to generate the observed firing potential firing in the absence of excitatory synaptic rates. input, ruling out the possibility that the spontaneous activity previously observed in Purkinje cells (Lliná s and Spontaneous Activity in the Interneuron Population Sugimori, 1980) and interneurons (Midtgaard, 1992a) Generates an Irregular Firing Pattern was due to the shunt induced by microelectrode imin Purkinje Cells and Interneurons palement (Spruston and Johnston, 1992; Staley et al.,
Spontaneous activity in the interneuron population 1992). Recent reports have also suggested that incaused a tonic inhibition of both interneurons and Purkinje cells, in agreement with in vivo recordings showing terneurons may be intrinsically active (Llano and that local application of bicuculline increases the firing cause a corresponding variability in the effect of the connection on neuronal output. This result, which was rate of Purkinje cells (Miyashita and Nagao, 1984; Jaeger and Bower, 1994) . Moreover, the highly regular firing found at both interneuron-Purkinje and interneuroninterneuron synapses, indicates that variability at indipattern of both interneurons and Purkinje cells observed in the absence of synaptic input was transformed into vidual inhibitory connections contributes to the irregularity in spontaneous action potential output observed an irregular firing pattern by activity in the population of inhibitory neurons. These findings are consistent with in both cell types. A relationship between fluctuation of synaptic responses and neuronal output has also been early work on motoneurons suggesting that interspike interval fluctuations are caused primarily by synaptic found at excitatory synapses in the hippocampus (Otmakhov et al., 1993) . These findings suggest that, by input (Calvin and Stevens, 1968) , as well as with more recent modeling studies (Jaeger et al., 1997) and experiaffecting synaptic CV, changing release probability and/ or the number of synchronously active synapses will ments on immature Purkinje cells in vivo (Bernard and Axelrad, 1993) .
modulate the effect of a given synaptic input on output variability. Comparison with results obtained at other The CV of action potential firing ranges from 0.5-1 for Purkinje cells in the awake cat (Armstrong and Rawson, inhibitory synapses demonstrates that the intrinsic membrane properties of the postsynaptic cell can also 1979). These values are somewhat larger than those found for Purkinje cells in the slice. The discrepancy is dramatically affect output variability in response to input: in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, large IPSPs most likely due to the higher levels of synaptic excitation expected in vivo; mixed excitatory and inhibitory input have been shown to interact with intrinsic oscillatory currents to increase the precision of spike timing (Cobb has been shown by modeling studies to substantially raise the CV (Shadlen and Newsome, 1994; Bell et al., et al., 1995 Bell et al., et al., ). 1995 Troyer and Miller, 1997; Jaeger et al., 1997) . Values for the CV of interneuron spike trains in vivo are not
Modulation of Synaptic Integration by Single
Interneurons and the Interneuron Population available; however, they have been reported to fire with a more regular pattern than Purkinje cells, and typically
The conductance change generated by activating a single interneuron was sufficient to produce a significant display multiple peaks in their autocorrelograms (Armstrong and Rawson, 1979; Figure 6 ), as often observed decrease in the apparent membrane time constant and input resistance in postsynaptic Purkinje cells and inin our recordings from interneurons in the slice preparation.
terneurons. The effect generated by spontaneous activity in the entire presynaptic population of interneurons was substantially greater; in interneurons, the memSingle Interneurons Cause Variable Delays brane time constant could fall to as low as ‫3ف‬ ms in in Postsynaptic Action Potentials the presence of inhibition. Synchronous activation of We have found that single action potentials in interneuinterneurons, as is expected from the feed-forward cirrons can, on average, significantly delay the occurrence cuitry of the cerebellar cortex, should produce even of a subsequent action potential in both of their major larger effects than those observed here. Blockade of postsynaptic targets, Purkinje cells and interneurons.
spontaneous excitatory conductances had little addiThese results, which confirm and extend preliminary tional effect, consistent with the relatively low rate of results obtained in turtle Purkinje cells (Midtgaard, excitatory input and its modest effect on action potential 1992b) as well as recent findings in hippocampal pyramioutput under our experimental conditions. These finddal cells (Miles et al., 1996) , demonstrate that single ings provide direct evidence to support theoretical preinhibitory neurons can have a significant effect on axonal dictions (Barrett, 1975; Holmes and Woody, 1989 ; Beroutput of their postsynaptic targets. The longest gaps nander et al., 1991; Rapp et al., 1992 ) that tonic synaptic observed in the spontaneous action potential trains of input can modulate cable properties. Given that single Purkinje cells and interneurons were considerably longer interneurons can produce significant effects in both inthan the delays produced by individual interneuron terneurons and Purkinje cells, our findings suggest that action potentials in paired recordings, indicating that altering tonic interneuron activity may be a very powerful inhibition by several presynaptic interneurons sumway to rapidly alter synaptic integration in a population mates to produce the longest delays.
of cells.
Individual interneurons varied widely in their synaptic
The impact of tonic inhibitory input on integration of efficacy at connections with both Purkinje cells and insynaptic potentials was demonstrated directly using siterneurons. The origin of this variability is unknown, but multaneous somatic and dendritic recordings from Puris likely to be related to the number of sites of synaptic kinje cells. These experiments showed that the tonic contact, their electrotonic location, and their presynapinhibitory input increased the electrotonic length of the tic release probability (Miles, 1990; Markram et al., 1997) .
dendritic tree and consequently increased the attenuaAt a given connection, the amplitude of the IPSP also tion of dendritic inputs as they propagate to the soma fluctuated substantially from trial to trial, as previously into the axon, the final site of synaptic integration (Stuart reported at interneuron-Purkinje cell (Vincent and Marty, et al., 1997) . Very similar effects were observed for so-1996) and other CNS synapses (Kuno, 1964; matic inputs propagating into the dendrites, as expected al., 1981; Miles and Wong, 1984; Miles, 1990; Sayer et from theoretical reciprocity relations (Jack et al., 1983; al., 1990; Mason et al., 1991; Barbour, 1993; Buhl et al., Major et al., 1993) . More importantly, the decay of the 1994; Markram et al., 1997) . We have demonstrated that propagated synaptic responses was substantially accelerated in the presence of inhibition, as expected from these trial-to-trial fluctuations at a single connection the change in the apparent membrane time constant.
increase jitter in the timing of output spikes. Which effect predominates is likely to depend on the rate and degree This produced a corresponding reduction in the time integral of the propagated synaptic responses, reducing of synchronization of the synaptic inputs carrying information. Although Purkinje cells in vivo have been shown charge transfer from synapse to soma. Interestingly, the EPSP at the site of generation was little affected by tonic to respond reliably to climbing fiber (Eccles et al., 1967; Welsh et al., 1995) and synchronous granule cell input inhibition. This is expected since according to passive cable theory, the peak and initial decay of the EPSP at (Eccles et al., 1967; Bower and Woolston, 1983) , our findings also suggest that not every action potential the synapse is not determined by the membrane resistance, but primarily by the local capacitance and the conveys information about synaptic input by its precise timing, since action potentials are driven not only by time course of the synaptic current (Rall, 1967; Jack et al., 1983; Softky, 1994) . This indicates that local synaptic synaptic input but also by endogenous currents (Jaeger et al., 1997) . Furthermore, the irregularity of spike trains integration in the dendrites can proceed independently of the level of background synaptic input, at the same observed in vivo is unlikely to arise solely through coincidence detection of excitatory synaptic input (Abeles, time as summation of propagated synaptic potentials can be severely affected.
1991; Softky and Koch, 1993; Softky, 1994; Kö nig et al., 1996) , since irregular firing is present already in the slice, where excitatory inputs are largely silent. The fact that Functional Implications for Neural Coding these neurons can generate output both endogenously The spontaneous activity of Purkinje cells and interand in response to excitatory input suggests that they neurons implies that information transmission by these may use coincidence detection and rate-coding stratecells is mediated by a modulation of the background gies in parallel. Evaluating this possibility will require a firing rate. Since both interneurons and Purkinje cells are detailed understanding of how reliably the synapses GABAergic and inhibitory, this implies that their output is made with the target neurons encode different patterns expressed as either an increase or a decrease in the of activity (Magleby, 1987; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997 ; tonic inhibition of their target neurons. Although the idea Abbott et al., 1997) . that the output of the cerebellar cortex is represented by modulation of tonic Purkinje cell firing is central to
Experimental Procedures
most theories of cerebellar function (Eccles et al., 1967; Ito et al., 1968; Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971) (1979) . Activity patterns of cereconnection probability between interneurons and either Purkinje bellar cortical neurones and climbing fibre afferents in the awake cells or other interneurons was on the order of 10%-15%, and cat. J. Physiol. 289, 425-448. recordings were made at least 30 m below the surface of the slice. Bernander, Ö ., Douglas, R.J., Martin, K.A.C., and Koch, C. (1991) . were constructed (Major et al., 1994 cortex-an in vivo electrophysiological study. Brain Res. 626, 234-258. (Durand et al., 1983) , where I is the amplitude of the injected pulse, Bower, J.M., and Woolston, D.C. (1983) . Congruence of spatial orgaw is the duration of the pulse, n is the nth apparent time constant, nization of tactile projections to granule cell and Purkinje cell layers and Cn is its corresponding amplitude.
of cerebellar hemispheres of the albino rat: vertical organization of cerebellar cortex. J. Neurophysiol. 49, 745-766.
Simulating Excitatory Synaptic Input to Purkinje Cells
Brickley, S.G., Cull-Candy, S.G., and Farrant, M. (1996) . DevelopSimultaneous somatic and dendritic patch-clamp recordings from ment of a tonic form of synaptic inhibition in rat cerebellar granule Purkinje cells were performed as described previously (Stuart and cells resulting from persistent activation of GABA A receptors. J. Hä usser, 1994). The same internal solution was used as for the Physiol. 497, 753-759. paired recordings. EPSPs were simulated by injection of a doubleBuhl, E.H., Halasy, K., and Somogyi, P. (1994) . Diverse sources exponential current waveform with a of hippocampal unitary inhibitory postsynaptic potentials and the rising time constant of 0.2 ms and a decaying time constant of 1.5 number of synaptic release sites. Nature 368, 823-828. ms, similar to the time course of spontaneous EPSCs in Purkinje Calvin, W.H., and Stevens, C.F. (1968) . Synaptic noise and other cells (M. Hä usser, 1994, Soc. Neurosci., abstract and unpublished sources of randomness in motoneuron interspike intervals. J. Neurodata). The peak amplitude of the injected waveform was 500 pA.
physiol. 31, 574-587. Somatic access resistances were Յ15 M⍀, and recordings were Cobb, S.R., Buhl, E.H., Halasy, K., Paulsen, O., and Somogyi, P. terminated if the dendritic access resistance exceeded 50 M⍀.
(1995). Synchronization of neuronal activity in hippocampus by indiBridge balance and capacitance neutralization were carefully monividual GABAergic interneurons. Nature 378, 75-78. tored throughout the recording, which was terminated if either of Collingridge, G.L., Gage, P.W., and Robertson, B. (1984) . Inhibitory these were not stable over time.
post-synaptic currents in rat hippocampal CA1 neurons. J. Physiol. 
